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a b s t r a c t

We present an analysis of leveling in thin films of colloidal suspensions. The colloidal particles are
assumed to be much smaller than the film thickness and influence the film rheology through a concen-
tration-dependent viscosity and bulk diffusivity. A system of coupled nonlinear partial differential
equations based on lubrication theory is used to describe the film height and the particle concentra-
tions in the bulk and at the film surface. Linear stability analysis is applied to develop expressions
for leveling rates in a number of limiting cases. It is found that for soluble particles, there exist regimes
where increasing the Marangoni number slows down leveling at both short and long times, in contrast
to the case of insoluble particles. Nonlinear simulations show that the linear theory accurately predicts
leveling times even for large amplitude disturbances, and that the presence of a concentration-depen-
dent viscosity and bulk diffusivity speed up leveling. The results of this work should be useful for esti-
mating leveling rates in coatings laden with colloidal particles, and also in coatings containing soluble
surfactant.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Liquids used in coating processes are often colloidal suspen-
sions, and the resulting products are integral to numerous technol-
ogies such as abrasion-resistant coatings, displays, and solar cells
[1]. In most coating applications, a thin film of uniform thickness
is desired but may be difficult to achieve if irregularities in the
coated liquid film do not level before the film solidifies. Often,
there exists a finite time between the stage where liquid is applied
to a substrate and downstream processes such as curing and dry-
ing. It is therefore crucial to understand the factors that influence
the leveling of thin liquid films.

The importance of leveling to coating processes was recognized
decades ago by Orchard, who developed expressions for leveling
rates in films of Newtonian liquids from the linearized Navier–
Stokes equations [2]. Kheshgi and Scriven further investigated
leveling of Newtonian liquids through long-wave expansions and
finite-element solutions of the Navier–Stokes equations [3]. In thin
films of Newtonian liquids, the driving force for leveling is surface
tension, which forces liquid movement through gradients in capil-
lary pressure. There have also been studies of leveling in viscoelas-
tic [4,5] and shear-thinning liquids [6], and a review of leveling
research is given in Ref. [7].

When colloidal particles are added to a Newtonian liquid, new
factors arise that can influence leveling such as non-Newtonian

rheology and Marangoni flows caused by particle adsorption to
the liquid–air interface. For particle diameters much smaller than
the liquid film thickness, the presence of particles can fruitfully
be described with continuum models. Such models generally in-
volve mass and momentum conservation equations with a concen-
tration-dependent viscosity, and convection–diffusion equations
describing particle transport in the bulk and at the liquid–air inter-
face. The lubrication approximation is also frequently invoked. As
discussed below, different versions of these models have been used
to study various phenomena in thin liquid films, but a comprehen-
sive analysis of leveling in thin films of colloidal suspensions ap-
pears not to have been carried out.

Bousfield developed a lubrication model for leveling in a sus-
pension that accounts for concentration-dependent viscosity, con-
vection of particles in the bulk, and loss of liquid into the substrate
and air, but not Marangoni flows [8]. A similar model accounting
for Marangoni flows was developed by Wilson, but it assumes that
the surface particle concentration is the same as the bulk particle
concentration evaluated at the liquid–air interface [9]. Warner
et al. studied evaporation and rupture in thin liquid films of colloi-
dal suspensions using a model with surface concentration as a sep-
arate variable [10]. The films are assumed to be thin enough so that
the the bulk concentration can be replaced by its value averaged
over the film thickness. Yiantsios and Higgins also studied evapo-
ration in thin films of colloidal suspensions [11]. Their model does
not have surface concentration as a separate variable, but does ac-
count for thermal effects and the dependence of bulk diffusivity on
particle concentration. Marangoni flows driven by gradients in
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temperature, rather than concentration, are considered. Although
the models of the latter two studies are more detailed than those
of the former two, the issue of leveling was not specifically
addressed.

The purpose of the present contribution is to investigate level-
ing in thin films of colloidal suspensions, accounting for Marang-
oni flows due to concentration gradients and particle adsorption
to the liquid–air interface. Because we wish to focus on how
these factors control leveling rates, our model does not incorpo-
rate evaporation, substrate absorption of liquid, or the van der
Waals forces that induce film rupture. Our model is similar to
that of Ref. [10], but also incorporates a concentration-dependent
bulk diffusivity as in Ref. [11]. In one limiting case, the model re-
duces to that used for describing how insoluble surfactants affect
leveling [12,13], and in another limiting case it generalizes that
model to account for surfactant solubility. We thus expect that
the results of our work will be useful for estimating leveling rates
in coatings laden with colloidal particles or surfactants. The mod-
el is presented in Section 2, a linear stability analysis is given in
Section 3, nonlinear simulations follow in Section 4, and conclu-
sions are noted in Section 5.

2. Model

We consider a two-dimensional isothermal thin film of incom-
pressible Newtonian liquid laden with hard, spherical particles
which is resting on a flat, rigid, impermeable substrate as shown
in Fig. 1. Here, x denotes the horizontal direction, z corresponds
to the vertical direction, and t is time. Henceforth, subscripts of
either x; z, or t denote partial derivatives with respect to the sub-
scripted variable. The liquid–air interface is located at z ¼ hðx; tÞ
and the substrate lies at z ¼ 0. Particles can exist in two regions:
at the surface and in the bulk. The particle concentration at the sur-
face is represented by s, and c represents the particle concentration
in the bulk. The adsorption and desorption of particles are the
mechanisms which allow particles to move from the surface to
the bulk and vice versa.

We note that our model cannot describe phenomena such as
particle protrusion through the liquid–air interface and the forma-
tion of contact lines. Within our model, particles are treated in a
manner similar to the way surfactants are described in thin-film
studies; such an approach was used in Refs. [9,10]. Both insoluble
and soluble particles will be considered, and by the former we sim-
ply mean that particles are confined to the surface and cannot des-
orb into the bulk as in the latter case. The following sections
describe the equations that govern this model and simplify the
equations down to three evolution equations: one governing film
height, one describing surface concentration, and one accounting
for bulk concentration.

2.1. Film height

A length scale in the x-direction is defined by a disturbance of
wavelength L on an film with an initial uniform thickness of h0.
The disturbances can be considered long-scale if e � h0=L� 1. To
non-dimensionalize the governing equations, the horizontal and
vertical dimensions are scaled so that X ¼ ex=h0 and Z ¼ z=h0.
The film height is scaled by the initial thickness, H ¼ hðx; tÞ=h0.
The velocity in the x-direction is scaled so that U ¼ u=U0, where
U0 is a characteristic velocity of the problem, which is taken to
be roe3=lo. Here, ro and lo are the surface tension and viscosity,
respectively, of the liquid in the absence of particles. The velocity
in the z-direction is non-dimensionalized so that W ¼ w=eU0. Time
is scaled so that T ¼ etU0=h0. Using these scalings, the equation
governing mass conservation in the liquid is

UX þWZ ¼ 0: ð1Þ

The dimensional equations governing momentum conservation
are

qðut þ uux þwuzÞ ¼ �px þ ðluxÞx þ ðluzÞz; ð2Þ
qðwt þ uwx þwwzÞ ¼ �pz þ ðlwxÞx þ ðlwzÞz: ð3Þ

where q and l are the density and viscosity, respectively. We will
assume that the film is thin enough so that gravity can be neglected
in the above equations. The viscosity is assumed to be a function of
the bulk particle concentration (represented as a volume fraction)
and is scaled so that

MðCÞ ¼ lðCÞ
l0
¼ 1� C

0:64

� ��2

; ð4Þ

where C is the z-averaged bulk particle volume fraction. The vari-
able M thus represents a dimensionless viscosity. This Krieger–
Dougherty-like relationship [14] is commonly used to calculate
the viscosity of hard-sphere suspensions [15]. Pressure is scaled
so that P ¼ eh0p=l0U0. Using the above scalings and the lubrication
approximation, which essentially eliminates OðeÞ terms, the dimen-
sionless momentum conservation equations become

0 ¼ �PX þ ðMUZÞZ ; ð5Þ
0 ¼ �PZ : ð6Þ

At the substrate, no-slip and no-penetration conditions hold

UðZ ¼ 0Þ ¼WðZ ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0: ð7Þ

The dimensionless kinematic condition at the liquid–air inter-
face ðZ ¼ HÞ is

W ¼ HT þ UHX : ð8Þ

The dimensional force balance at the liquid–air interface has the
form

T � n ¼ � hxx

½1þ h2
x �

3
2
rnþrIr at z ¼ hðx; tÞ ð9Þ

where T is the stress tensor, rI is the one-dimensional surface gra-
dient operator, and r is the surface tension. The normal and tangen-
tial vectors are

n ¼ ð�hxi;kÞ
ð1þ h2

x Þ
1
2
; ð10Þ

and

t ¼ ði;hxkÞ
ð1þ h2

x Þ
1
2
; ð11Þ

respectively, where i and k are the unit vectors in the x- and z-direc-
tions. The non-dimensional form of the surface tension is taken to
beFig. 1. A schematic of the model system.
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